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ABSTRACT

This paper develops several parallel algorithms for target de-

tection in hyperspectral imagery, considered to be a crucial

goal in many remote sensing applications. In order to illus-

trate parallel performance of the proposed parallel algorithms,

we consider a massively parallel Beowulf cluster at NASA’s

Goddard Space Flight Center. Experimental results, collected

by the AVIRIS sensor over the World Trade Center, just five

days after the terrorist attacks, indicate that commodity clus-

ter computers can be used as a viable tool to increase compu-

tational performance of hyperspectral target detection appli-

cations.

Index Terms— Hyperspectral imaging, target detection,

parallel processing, commodity cluster computing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic target and anomaly detection in hyperspectral im-

ages have attracted a lot of attention recently. During the

last few years, several algorithms have been developed for

the above purposes, the automatic target generation process

(ATGP), an unsupervised fully-constrained least squares (UF-

CLS) algorithm, an iterative error analysis (IEA) algorithm,

or the well-known RX algorithm developed by Reed and Xi-

aoli for anomaly detection. The ATGP algorithm [1] finds a

set of spectrally distinct target pixels vectors using orthogo-

nal subspace projections in the spectral domain. On the other

hand, the UFCLS algorithm [1] generates a set of distinct

targets using the concept of least square-based error mini-

mization. Finally, the Reed-Xiaoli algorithm is based on the

application of a so-called RXD filter [2] given by the well-

known Mahalanobis distance. Depending on the complexity

and dimensionality of the input scene, these algorithms may

be computationally very expensive, a fact that limits the pos-

sibility of utilizing those algorithms in time-critical applica-

tions. In addition, the three above-mentioned algorithms are

based on the spectral information alone and do not consider

the spatial auto-correlation of the data when searching for new

targets.

In this paper, we address the computational problem of

hyperspectral target detection algorithms by developing four

computationally efficient parallel implementations, including

a parallel automated generation process (P-ATGP) algorithm,

a parallel unsupervised fully constrained least squares (P-

UFCLS) algorithm, a parallel anomaly detector (P-RXD), and

a new parallel morphological [3] target detection algorithm

(P-MORPH). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2

discusses several data partitioning strategies for implement-

ing the considered algorithms in parallel. Section 3 describes

the parallel algorithms considered in this study. Section 4 de-

scribes experimental results obtained using an AVIRIS scene

over the World Trade Center in New York City, five days

after the terrorist attacks of September 11th. Finally, section

5 summarizes our study with some concluding remarks.

2. DATA PARTITIONING STRATEGIES

In all considered algorithms, a data-driven partitioning strat-

egy has been adopted as a baseline for algorithm paralleliza-

tion. Specifically, two approaches for data partitioning have

been tested [4]:

• Spectral-domain partitioning. This approach subdi-

vides the multi-channel remotely sensed image into

small cells or sub-volumes made up of contiguous

spectral wavelengths for parallel processing.

• Spatial-domain partitioning. This approach breaks the

multi-channel image into slices made up of one or sev-

eral contiguous spectral bands for parallel processing.

Previous experimentation with the above-mentioned strate-

gies indicated that a hybrid strategy, in which the data is parti-

tioned into blocks made up of spatially adjacent pixel vectors

which retain the full spectral content associated to them, has

several advantages. First and foremost, the application of a

hybrid partitioning provides a natural approach for low-level

image processing, as this operation generally involves a spa-

tial window or kernel which is repeatedly applied to small set

of neighboring pixels within the image data structure. A sec-

ond major reason has to do with the cost of inter-processor

communication, which is significantly lower in our proposed

framework.
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Taking advantage of the advantages introduced by the

proposed data partitioning approach, this paper also intro-

duces a completely new parallel morphological algorithm

(P-MORPH) for automatic target detection which integrates

the spatial and the spectral information by means of extended

mathematical morphology operations of erosion and dilation

[3], thus addressing a highly desirable in target detection

applications: the inclusion of spatial context in addition to

spectral information when searching for targets with rela-

tively known spatial properties.

3. PARALLEL ALGORITHMS

The inputs to all discussed algorithms are a hyperspectral im-

age cube F with N dimensions, where F(x, y) denotes the

pixel vector at spatial coordinates (x, y), and a maximum

number of targets to be detected, t. The output in all cases

is a set of target pixel vectors {t(1), t(2), · · · , t(t)}.

3.1. P-ATGP

The ATGP algorithm [5] finds a set of spectrally distinct tar-

get pixels vectors using orthogonal subspace projections in

the spectral domain. Below, we provide a step-by-step de-

scription of our parallel version of this algorithm, specifically

adapted to heterogeneous environments:

1. The master divides the original image cube F into P
spatial-domain partitions. Then, the master sends the

partitions to the workers.

2. Each worker finds the brightest pixel in its local par-

tition using t(1)i = argmax(x,y){F(x, y)T · F(x, y)},

where the superscript T denotes the vector transpose

operation and i = 1, 2, · · · , P . Each worker then sends

the spatial locations of the pixel identified as the bright-

est ones in its local partition back to the master.

3. Once all the workers have completed their parts, the

master finds the brightest pixel of the input scene, t(1),
by applying the argmax operator in step 2 to all the

pixels at the spatial locations provided by the workers,

and selecting the one that results in the maximum score.

Then, the master sets U = t(1) and broadcasts this ma-

trix to all workers.

4. Each worker finds (in parallel) the pixel in its local par-

tition with the maximum orthogonal projection relative

to the pixel vectors in U, using a projector given by

P⊥
U = I − U(UT U)−1UT , where U is the identity ma-

trix. The orthogonal space projector P⊥
U is now ap-

plied to all pixel vectors in each local partition to ob-

tain t
(2)
i = argmax(x,y){(P⊥

U F(x, y))T (P⊥
U F(x, y))}.

Each worker then sends the spatial location of the re-

sulting local pixels to the master node.

5. The master now finds a second target pixel, t(2), by ap-

plying P⊥
U to the pixel vectors at the spatial locations

provided by the workers, and selecting the one which

results in the maximum score. The master now sets

U = {t(1), t(2)} and broadcasts this matrix to all work-

ers.

6. Repeat from step 4 until a set of t target pixels,

{t(1), t(2), · · · , t(t)}, are extracted from the input data.

3.2. P-UFCLS

The UFCLS algorithm [1] generates a set of t targets using the

concept of least square-based error minimization. Our paral-

lel version of UFCLS (called P-UFCLS) assumes that P pro-

cessors are available and uses a master-slave implementation,

in which a master processor coordinates the activities carried

out by P worker processors. The algorithm uses the following

steps:

1. Execute steps 1-3 of the P-ATGP algorithm to obtain

t(1), the brightest pixel of the input scene, and broadcast

U = t(1) to all the workers.

2. Each worker forms a local error image E(i) by calculat-

ing the least squares-based error for each pixel vector

in the input data represented in terms of a fully con-

strained linear mixture of all the spectra in U.

3. Each worker then finds the pixel F(x, y) in the local

partition with the largest associated score in the error

image E(i). The spatial coordinates of this pixel (and

its associated error score) are sent back to the master.

4. The master obtains a second target t(2) by selecting the

pixel vector with largest associated error score from the

pixel vectors at the spatial locations provided by the

workers and broadcasts U = {t(1), t(2)} to the workers.

5. Repeat from step 4 to incorporate a new target pixel

t(3), t(4), · · · , t(t) to U until a set of t target pixels have

been extracted.

3.3. P-RXD

This susection develops a parallel version of an anomaly de-

tection algorithm originally proposed by Reed and Xiaoli [2]

and referred to as RXD, which has also been widely used

for target detection purposes. It finds target pixels which are

spectrally distinct from their neighboring pixels. Our parallel

algorithm is given by the following steps:

1. The master divides the original image cube F into P
spatial-domain partitions and distributes them among

the workers.
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2. The master calculates the N -dimensional mean vector

m concurrently, where each component is the average

of the pixel values of each spectral band of the unique

set. This vector is formed once all the processors finish

their parts. At the same time, the master also calculates

the sample spectral covariance matrix K concurrently

as the average of all the individual matrices produced

by the workers using their respective portions.

3. Using the above information, each worker applies

(locally) a so-called RXD filter given by the well-

known Mahalanobis distance [1] to all the pixel vectors

in the local partition as follows: δ(RXD)(F(x, y)) =
(F(x, y) − m)T K−1(F(x, y) − m).

4. The master now selects the t pixel vectors with higher

associated value of δ(RXD), and uses them to form a fi-

nal set of targets {t(1), t(2), · · · , t(t)}.

3.4. P-MORPH

Mathematical morphology operations [3] rely on a window-

moving strategy that introduces additional considerations for

parallelization. In previous work [4], we have defined the

concept of parallelizable spatial/spectral partition (PSSP) as

a partition of the input data in the spatial domain that can be

processed in parallel without the need for additional commu-

nication and/or synchronization. Therefore, a PSSP may be

seen as a block of data that can be processed independently,

using smaller, window-based elements or kernels.

In order to avoid interprocessor communication when the

kernel computation is split among processing nodes, a data-

replication function is implemented to avoid accesses outside

the local domain of each partition. The idea is to introduce

a scratch line replicated between any adjacent partitions, thus

allowing kernel-based parallel processing of the two PSSPs

without accesses outside their local domain. It is worth not-

ing that our implementation makes use of a constant 3 × 3-

pixel kernel through iterations. This allows us to perform

multiscale analysis without increasing the scratch border size

between iterations, thus minimizing redundant computations.

The proposed parallel morphological algorithm can be sum-

marized as follows:

1. The master scatters P partial data structures {PSSPi}P
i=1

of F (with their scratch borders) to the P workers.

2. Each worker locally computes an extended opening by

reconstruction for each pixel in the local PSSP using

K, a 3 × 3-pixel kernel, as follows: (F ◦ K)t(x, y) =
mint≤1{δt

K(F ◦ K|F)(x, y)}, with the basic operation

δt
K(F ◦ K|F)(x, y) = δBδB · · · δB(F ◦ K|F)(x, y),

i.e., δB is applied t times, and δB(F ◦ K|F)(x, y) =
min{[(F◦K)⊕K](x, y), F(x, y)}. Here, (F⊕K)(x, y)
is an extended morphological dilation operation, which

Fig. 1. AVIRIS hyperspectral data set collected over the

World Trade Center in NYC.

selects the pixel vector which is most spectrally distinct

from the centroid of the 3 × 3-pixel neighborhood [3].

3. Each worker locally computes an extended closing

by reconstruction for each pixel in the local PSSP

using the same 3 × 3-pixel kernel K, as follows:

(F • K)t(x, y) = maxt≤1{δt
K(F • K|F)(x, y)}, with

δt
K(F • K|F)(x, y) = δBδB · · · δB(F • K|F)(x, y),

i.e., δB is applied t times, and δB(F • K|F)(x, y) =
max{[(F • K) � K](x, y), F(x, y)}. Here, (F �
K)(x, y) is an extended morphological erosion opera-

tion, which selects the pixel vector spectrally closest to

the centroid of the 3 × 3-pixel neighborhood [3].

4. Select a set of t pixel vectors in each local parti-

tion PSSPi which maximize the following expression:

SAD[(F ◦ K)t(x, y), (F • K)t(x, y)], where SAD is

the spectral angle distance [1]. The spatial coordinates

(x, y) associated to those pixels are broadcast to the

master.

5. Using the subset of spatial coordinates returned by the

workers, the master forms a hyperspectral subscene

F′ and the P-ATGP algorithm is executed on the sub-

scene to obtain a set of spectrally distinct targets targets

{t(1), t(2), · · · , t(t)}. As shown by this last step, the P-

MORPH algorithm can be seen as a spatial/spectral

pre-processing approach that may be combined with

any other target detection algorithm. In this work, we

use P-ATGP due to the fact that this is the best com-

bination in terms of both target detection accuracy and

paralell performance for the considered data set, as will

be shown by experiments in the following section.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed parallel algorithms are quantitatively compared

in terms of both target detection accuracy and parallel perfor-

mance. In order to evaluate target detection accuracy, we use
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Fig. 2. Speedup achieved by the developed parallel target

and anomaly detection algorithms over their corresponding

sequential versions executed on NASA’s Thunderhead.

a hyperspectral image scene collected by the AVIRIS instru-

ment, which was flown by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory

over the World Trade Center (WTC) area in New York City

on September 16, 2001, just five days after the terrorist at-

tacks that collapsed the two main towers and other buildings

in the WTC complex. The full data consists of 2133x512

pixels, 224 spectral bands and a total size of (approximately)

900 MBytes. A subset is displayed in the leftmost part of Fig.

1. In this work, we use a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

thermal map1 which shows the target locations of the ther-

mal hot spots at the WTC area (see middle part of Fig. 1).

The map is centered at the region where the towers collapsed,

and the temperatures range from 700F to 1300F. Other de-

tailed ground measurements and analyses are available for

this scene2.

For illustrative purposes, Table 1 shows the spectral an-

gle distance (SAD) [1] between the most similar target pix-

els detected by P-ATGP, P-UFCLS, P-RXD and P-MORPH

and the pixel vectors at the known target positions (labeled

from ‘A’ to ‘H’ in Fig. 1). The lower the SAD score, the

more similar the pixel vectors are. In all cases, the number

of target pixels to be detected, t, was set to 18 after calcu-

lating the virtual dimensionality of the data [1]. As shown

by Table 1, both the P-ATGP and P-MORPH extracted tar-

gets were very similar, spectrally, to the known ground-truth

targets. The P-ATGP provided the best similarity scores for

small targets, such as those labeled as ‘C’ or ‘D’, while the

P-MORPH produced higher similarity scores for targets char-

acterized by a larger spatial context, such as those labeled as

‘F’ or ‘G’. Table 1 also gives processing times in seconds for

the single-processor versions of the algorithms above on a sin-

gle processor of a Beowulf cluster with 256 processors called

Thunderhead and available at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight

Center. On the other hand, the rightmost part of Fig. 1 plots

1http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2001/ofr-01-0429/hotspot.key.tgif.gif
2http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/wtc

Table 1. Spectral similarity between target pixels and known

ground targets (processing times in seconds in parentheses).
Hot P-ATGP P-UFCLS P-RXD P-MORPH
spot (1263) (916) (948) (1392)

‘A’ 0.002 0.123 0.064 0.003
‘B’ 0.001 0.005 0.018 0.002
‘C’ 0.005 0.012 0.013 0.008
‘D’ 0.003 0.002 0.012 0.007
‘E’ 0.008 0.026 0.021 0.010
‘F’ 0.004 0.169 0.078 0.001
‘G’ 0.005 0.012 0.011 0.001
‘H’ 0.004 0.010 0.014 0.004

the speedups achieved by multi-processor runs of the paral-

lel algorithms over their corresponding single-processor runs

on Thunderhead. It can be seen that P-ATGP and P-MORPH

scaled better than both P-UFCLS and P-RXD. This has to do

with the high number of sequential computations involved in

both P-UFCLS and P-RXD, as will be explained in the con-

ference paper. Using 256 processors, the P-MORPH was able

to finalize in only 6 seconds, thus clearly outperforming the

sequential version which takes up to 23 minutes of computa-

tion in one Thunderhead processor.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper described several innovative parallel algorithms

for target detection in hyperspectral data sets. Experimental

results indicate that commodity cluster computers represent

a source of computational power that is both accessible and

applicable to obtaining results quickly enough and with high

reliability in target detection applications.
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